Introduction. An immediate generalization of the Hahn-Banach Theorem on the dominated extension of linear functionals is obtained by replacing the real number field by a boundedly complete vector lattice as the range space of the function. The question arises: Do boundedly complete vector lattices characterize those range spaces which permit dominated extensions? It is proved in [1], [4] that an ordered linear space is a boundedly complete vector lattice if and only if both the positive wedge is lineally closed and the Hahn-Banach Theorem holds with the space taken as the range of the extensions. Thus, the above question has an affirmative answer if the positive wedge must be closed in a space for which the Hahn-Banach Theorem is valid. This paper shows that at least for finite dimensional ordered linear spaces this is indeed the case.
wedge of V, where ( ^ ) is a transitive relation such that, if vx 2ï v2, then tvx Sï tv2 and vx + v ^ v2 + v for every non-negative number t and all veV. The positive wedge determines the ordering: vx ^ y2 if and only if vx -v2eC. Conversely, if C is any wedge (i.e., C is a nonempty set, closed under addition and multiplication by non-negative scalars) in a vector space, then C is a positive wedge relative to the ordering: vx ^ v2 if and only if vx -v2e C.
The wedge C is lineally closed if every line intersects C in a set which is closed relative to the line. The lineal closure C of a wedge C is the union of closures (in the line) of all line segments contained in the wedge. Clearly, if C is lineally closed, C = C. A core point of a convex set is a point in the convex set such that every line through the point contains an open segment which contains the point and is contained in the set.
If C is a finite dimensional wedge (i.e., the linear hull of C is finite dimensional), then C coincides with the closure of C relative to any topology which makes the linear hull of C into a linear topological space, a core point and an interior point are synonomous, and C has an interior (core) point relative to its linear hull. These statements are not generally true for infinite dimensional wedges. Further, the closure of C is the union of closures of those line segments which contain the core point and are contained in C.
The OLS (V, C) has the least upper bound property (LUBP) (or is a boundedly complete vector lattice) if every set of elements with an upper bound has a least upper bound (not necessarily unique). An OLS (V, C) has the Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP) if given (1) a real linear space Y, (2) a linear subspace X of Y, (3) a function p: Y-> V which is sublinear, (i.e., p(y) + p(y') ^ p(y + y') and p(ty) = tp(y), y,y' e Y, t ^ 0) and (4) a linear function /: X -> V such that p(x) ^/(x) for all x e X, implies there is a linear extension F: Y-> V off such that p(y) ^ F(y) for all ye Y. It is proved in [1] , [4] that (V,C) has the LUBP if and only if(V,C) has the HBEP and C is lineally closed.
The following three lemmas show that the HBEP, the LUBP, and lineal closure of the positive wedge are independent of the containing space. So henceforth we may speak of a wedge having the HBEP or the LUBP or being lineally closed without mention of the containing space. If D is a subset of a vector space, lin D will denote the linear hull of D. [January Assume (lin C, C) has the HBEP. Let {bx | oceA'} <= C be an algebraic basis for lin C. Extend {bx | aeA'} to an algebraic basis {bx | a.eA) of K Let X be a linear subspace of linear space Y, p: Y-+ V be sublinear with respect to C, and / : X -» V be linear and satisfy p(x) -/(x) € C for x e X. Consider the coefficient functionals {pa|ae/4} so that p(z) = 1ZaeA Pa.(z)bx for zeY, and functions p' and p" defined by p'(z)= £ae,rPÁz)bx and p"(z)= ~EX ¿a' PAz)ba-The functions p' and p" are well defined, positive homogeneous, and p = p' + p". Moreover, fromp(z1) + p(z2) -p(zx + z2)eC, it follows that p"(zi) + P'(z2) -P"(zi + Z2) = ® and hence that p'(zi) + P'(z2) ~ P'(zi + z2)eC Thus p" is linear and p' is sublinear. Also consider the coefficient functionals {/a [ a eA} and functions /' and /" so that f(x) = lxsAL(z)bx, f'(x) = S.^./^ft. and f"(x) = T,.iA.f¿x)ba for xeX. Then/ = /' + f" and/' and/" are linear. Further, p(x) -f(x)e C for all xeX implies that p"(x) = f"(x) and p'(x) -f '(x) e C for all x e X. By hypoth- The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 2.5 in a direct manner and is omitted. Because Theorem 3.1 is a well known unpublished result, and be can proven without too much difficulty from Theorem 3.2 below of Yudin [5] or Nagy [3] , the proof of 3.1 is omitted. This follows easily from (1) and (2) and the fact that v0 is a core point. (9) Therefore, &\ c n{I(u, z)\ueW,ze Y}, the direct product of compact sets, and hence each #"£ is a subset of a compact subset of the direct product of lines relative to the direct product topology. Each set J* £ is closed in the direct product topology. For if 4> is the limit point of a net {Fx}x e A cz J^, it is easily verified that tp is linear and an extension of/. Further, cj) is ^-dominated by pE. Then, P is a linear extension of / and
Thus, R has the HBEP and the LUBP. Theorem 4.1 is proved. 5 . Examples. Examples are presented in this section which will be used in the next section to show that every «-dimensional wedge with the HBEP also has the LUBP. Define f2:X-+R by /2(0, a) = a,fx:X->R by fx(0, a) = 0, (0, a) e X.
It is clear that rx and r2 are positive homogeneous. It requires detailed computations to show analytically that r2 is subadditive. However, a sketch of the graph of r2 makes it obvious, geometrically, that r2 is indeed subadditive. Hence, the computations will not be presented.
Further, from the sketch of the graph of r2, it is clear, geometrically, that r2(zx + z2) = r2(zx) + r2 (z2) The function p is sublinear with respect to K, for v0 = Z?=.iA¡ is an interior point of K and p2 is a sublinear functional. Also, p(x) -f(x)eK, xeX, for Thus, P¡ = 0, i = l,.-.,k and P(z)eT, zeY, and p(z) -F(z) e T n K, zeY.
Case (2iv). Suppose TnK is closed, r^K, TnK^{0}, and for every Aefl, if beT(~\K then -beTC\K.
It may be assumed that bneB C\T(~\K.
